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Short Study Description (repeat from Study Group Proposal):
In recent years, earthquake emergency response experiences, such as Wenchuan and
Haiti earthquakes, indicate that it is necessary to bring together different satellite
resources, including remote sensing satellite, communication satellite and navigation
satellite, to support the earthquake emergency rescue. It also highlights the importance of
international cooperation on satellite resources, which can helps us to assign the
distribution of earthquake emergency rescue resource, and to reduce the loss of life and
property of the affected areas. An effective coordination policy will be established, which
enables better coordinated remote sensing, communication and navigation satellite
systems among different countries, so that technical capabilities will be better utilized
and experts all over the world can be efficiently gathered after a devastating earthquake.
The advantages will complement each other and provide emergency support for future
strong earthquakes.
Overall Goal:
To coordinate the international remote sensing to make full use of international advanced
technologies and experience, to provide a platform for international experts to contribute
their wisdom in earthquakes, to form a collaborative satellite rapid response mechanism
for earthquake emergency response.
Progress in past six months:
(1)Coseismic Deformation Field Acquisition Using InSAR Technology
After 29 July 2018 Indonesia earthquake,
the remote sensing earthquake emergency work was carried out by using Sentinel
SAR data obtained from ESA. We quickly acquired and analyzed the co-seismic
deformation field.
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Fig.1 Coseismic Deformation Field of Indonesia earthquake
After 30 November 2018 Alaska Earthquake,
the remote sensing earthquake emergency work was carried out by using Sentinel
SAR data obtained from ESA. We quickly acquired and analyzed the co-seismic
deformation field.

Fig.2 Coseismic Deformation Field of Alaska Earthquake
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(2) Emergency response of Jinsha River landslide
On October 11, 2018, a landslide occurred in Boro Township, Jiangda County, Tibet
Autonomous Region, causing the Jinsha River to break off and form a barrier lake. After
the disaster, we rushed to the scene as soon as possible, and integrated sky-ground
monitoring of landslides was carried out by using ground-based SAR equipment, UAV
imagery and space-based remote sensing technology. The monitoring results are
submitted to relevant units, which provides important support for emergency decisionmaking. Landslide dynamic monitoring based on high temporal resolution remote sensing
is carried out to realize dynamic tracking and analysis of disaster situation.

Fig.3 ground-based SAR equipment

Fig.4 Deformation Monitoring based on GB-SAR
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Fig.5 UAV image of landslide

Fig.6 Dynamic monitoring based on high temporal resolution remote sensing data
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(4)Compilation and protocol formulation of remote sensing earthquake emergency
application
The monograph summarizes and summarizes the technical methods, workflow,
expert knowledge, thematic product mode, data sharing mode, cooperation platform
construction of multi-source and multi-mode remote sensing images for earthquake
emergency application. The method model and the cooperation mode of emergency work
are introduced in detail. Based on this, the cooperation agreements and modes of multi
unit and team are summarized when a major earthquake occurred, and the cooperation
principle, cooperation content and cooperation model are elaborated in detail.

Fig.7 Emergency Sharing Cooperation Agreement
（4）International Exchange and Conference
Zhang Jingfa, Li yongsheng the member of the research group, participated in an on-site
investigation of the inter-seismic deformation of the Chichi earthquake in Taiwan. In
addition, the relevant scholars in Taiwan exchanged views on earthquake emergency
response work.
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Fig.8 Field Investigation of Jiji Earthquake
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Gong Lixia and Jiao Qisong attended the Asian Conference on Remote Sensing and
conducted in-depth study and exchange with experts and scholars from various countries
on the application of disaster remote sensing.

Fig.9 Photographs of attending the conference
Website Study Information update: (please give any update regarding Study Group
Membership, documents, Study Plan and Schedule):
Study Group Membership.
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Issues requiring resolution? (recommend approach):
None
Product Deliveries on Schedule? (If modified explain rationale):
Yes.
Study Team Member Changes? (List any Study Team Members that you wish to
discontinue, and provide names plus contact coordinates of any Members you wish to add
on the second page of this Study Update form.) Note: Complete contact information
including email, tel. and fax must be provided for all additions. Only Members with
complete contact information will be listed and receive formal appointment letters from
the IAA Secretariat.)
None.
Name of person providing Study Group Status (Study Group Chair or Co-Chair):
Professor Jingfa ZHANG, Study Group Secretary

Status Report Date:
Feb, 2019
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